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pattern may also project/include corner patterns to indicate

IMAGING BARCODE READER WITH
COLOR - SEPARATED AIMER AND

the edges of the field of view . Proper alignment or overlap
of the projected aimer pattern with the target symbol indi

ILLUMINATOR

cates that the scanner is properly aimed for scanning.

CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

5

The present application claims the benefit of Chinese

Once the scanner and symbol are properly aligned to have
the symbol in the field of view of the scanner, the scanner
proceeds with image capture via an imaging element. The
aimer beam typically must be turned off when the imaging

Patent Application for Invention No. 201610233259. X for element captures a symbol image, because the aimer pattern
an Imaging Barcode Reader with Color -Separated Aimer 10 is visible to the imager and becomes noise superimposed on
and Illuminator filed Apr. 15 , 2016 at the State Intellectual the symbol. Existing aimers , even if centered on a specific
Property Office of the People 's Republic of China . The
(red , amber, green ), all have high intensity in wave
present application also claims the benefit of Chinese Patent color
lengths
to which the image sensors are sensitive . As a result ,
Application for Utility Model No. 201620314790 .5 for an aimer illumination
of a symbol is easily captured , which can

Imaging Barcode Reader with Color-Separated Aimer and 15 disrupt symbol interpretation . In other words, the imager
Illuminator filed Apr. 15 , 2016 at the State Intellectual
reliably capture the symbol's image when aimer is
Property Office of the People 's Republic of China . Each of cannot
on . This is true for most commonly used image sensors with
the foregoing patent applications is hereby incorporated by electronic
rolling shutters . Consequently, the time spentwith
reference in its entirety .

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

20 the aimer being “ on ” (illuminating the symbol) directly
reduces the imager barcode reader response speed .

In the alternative , for global shutter image sensors,

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus

reduced response speed may be less of a problem , as the

encoding information in a compact printed form (or

constant-on aimer with less contribution to the overall image

for decoding machine -readable symbols, and more particu - aimer can be on during the shutter -closed portion of the
larly, to a method and apparatus for aiming a symbol reader 25 whole image capture cycle . But for the global shutter image
and illuminating the machine -readable symbol .
sensors, the short on -period aimer also becomes less visible
because of the limitation of the aimer light source output
power. An on - and -off aimer also introduces a flashing pat
BACKGROUND
tern which induces eye fatigue in users .
Machine- readable symbols (MRSs) provide a means for 30 One approach to resolving this problem is to use a

embossed form ) which can be scanned and then interpreted

by an optical-based symboldetector. Such machine -readable

symbols are often attached to (or impressed upon ) product

illumination ; for example the aimer pattern may be thin or

have dotted line patterns . However, for 2D symbols with

high density , poor print quality, or with 2D codes with lower

packaging, food products , general consumer items,machine 35 redundancy rates , this trade -off will introduce poor decode

parts, equipment, and othermanufactured items for purposes

of machine-based identification and tracking.

One exemplary type ofmachine-readable symbol is a bar
code that employs a series of bars and white spaces verti -

rate .
Therefore , there exists a need for a system andmethod for

both aimer illumination and symbol capture illumination
which avoids time-sharing between the aiming process and

cally oriented along a single row . Groups of bars and spaces 40 symbol capture, yet still achieves a high level of accurate
correspond to a codeword . The codeword is associated with
performance in symbol decoding.
an alpha -numeric symbol, one or more numeric digits , or

SUMMARY

other symbol functionality .

To facilitate encoding of greater amounts of information

into a single machine-readable symbol, two -dimensional 45 Accordingly, in one aspect, the present invention uses
( 2D ) bar codes have been devised . These are also commonly
different colors of light, that is , different frequencies or

referred to as stacked , matrix and /or area bar codes. 2D

matrix symbologies employ arrangements of regular poly gon -shaped cells (also called elements or modules ), typi-

different frequency bands, to bandwidth -separate the aimer

patterns from the image capture illumination. This enables
the symbol scanner to capture the symbol image even while

cally squares. The specific arrangement of the cells in 2D 50 the aimer - light is always on . In one embodiment, the color

matrix symbologies represents data characters and/ or sym -

separation may be achieved by adding a color blocking filter

bology functions .
In this document the terms “barcode” and “ symbol” are
employed interchangeably, both generally referring to

to block the aimer pattern from reaching the image sensor.

Symbol readers ( or barcode readers ), also referred to as
scanners , are employed to read the matrix symbols using a

mented via software image processing with commonly used
color image sensors , without the need of color blocking

The image sensor then becomes effectively color-blind to the

aimer color. The image captured with such device is aimer
machine - readable symbols , whether linear or two -dimen - 55 pattern free .
Alternatively , the color separation can be also imple
sional.

variety of optical scanning electronics and methods. In order filter. However, software color-image filtering may result in
to properly scan a symbol, the symbol must be within a field 60 some degradation to the image quality ; may reduce decode
of view of a reader. Some readers are hand -held , and can be performance ; may introduce longer decode time; or may
aimed at a symbol; other readers are fixed in location , and necessitate increased processor cost.

a symbol (and the object to which the symbol is attached )

must be placed within a field of view of the reader.

Either way , a symbol scanner may project an " aimer 65
pattern " or " aimer beam ” — a pattern of light — which may

indicate the scanner 's center of the field -of- view ; the aimer

Some of the advantages of a color separated aimer, may

include:

The aimer pattern can be full frame, indicating complete

frame of the field -of-view ( FOV), center mark , as well
as a near center best decode zone;

US 10,055 ,625 B2
the aimer pattern can also include some indicating marks,
such as decode status ( for example , ready to trigger,
busy in decoding, success decode or failure decode );
the aimer pattern can also possibly indicate decode con
dition , such as too far or too close for decoding.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

may refer not just to a single frequency. Instead , such a
reference to a first color or a first frequency may refer to a
band of frequencies which is suitably narrow to be distin
guished ( for example via optical filters ) from a second color
5 at a second band of frequencies . So for example , “ red ” may
refer to a range of frequencies (approximately 405 THz to
480 THz) which are associated with the color red as per

ceived by humans, and which can be distinguished from
FIG . 1 is a perspective view of an exemplary hand -held
other colors such as blue ( approximately 610 to 665 THz ) or
symbol reader acquiring data from a machine- readable sym - 10 yellow ( approximately 510 to 540 THz ), etc .
A color may refer to the entire range of frequencies
bol.

FIG . 2 is an internal block diagram of an exemplary

conventionally ascribed to a particular color, or to one or
particular frequency range selected in practice will be suit
FIG . 3 is an internal block diagram of an exemplary 15 able for the specified application ( such as imaging a 2D
symbol reader for acquiring data from a machine- readable
symbol). In different embodiments, different frequency
symbol.
ranges within a general frequency range may be employed
FIG . 4 is an exploded view of internal structural compo (e . g ., different bands within the “ green spectrum " ) . In prac
nents of an exemplary symbol reader for acquiring data from
tical application a projected frequency of light, or a received
20 frequency of light,may extend marginally into the frequency
a machine - readable symbol.
FIG . 5 illustrates spectrum properties of several exem - band of an adjacent color; or a projected light may have
plary lights sources which may be employed in conjunction multiple frequency bands, but with a specified frequency or
with an exemplary symbol reader for acquiring data from a frequency band dominating in intensity to an extent that
makes the projected light be effectively of the one dominant
m
machine
-readable symbol.
symbol reader for acquiring data from a machine -readable
symbol.

more subsets of that range , with the understanding that a

FIG . 6 illustrates spectrum properties of several exem - 25 frequency band.
plary optical filters which may be employed in conjunction
It is also understood that in practical application , a speci

with an exemplary symbol reader for acquiring data from a
machine - readable symbol.

FIG . 7 is a flow - chart of an exemplary method , performed

fied frequency band may overlap the domain of two or even

three common colors ( e . g ., a specified frequency band may

comprise adjacent portions of the green and yellow bands) .

by an exemplary symbol reader, for aiming the symbol 30 The term “ broadband,” as used herein , refers to a light
reader and reading a symbol via the symbol reader using at emission which substantially spans full multiple bands of
conventional colors, for example from red through green , or
least two distinct frequency bands of light.
yellow through blue, with no one band being substantially
dominant in intensity . “ Broadband ” may also refer to emis
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
35 sions of multiple bands which are non - adjacent, but typi

In the following description, certain specific details are set
forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of various
embodiments . However, one skilled in the art will under -

stand that the invention may be practiced without these

cally include multiple different conventionally named col
ors . “ Broadband” may also refer to a light emission which

is white, that is , spanning substantially all visible colors (red

through blue ). In general, the terms " frequency band” or

details . In other instances , well -known structures associated 40 " color” may be understood as being substantially narrower

with imagers , scanners , and/ or other devices operable to
read machine-readable symbols have not been shown or

in frequency range , and distinguishable from , a broadband
emission .

described in detail to avoid unnecessarily obscuring descrip
In many cases in this document, specific colors are not
specified , and reference is made rather to a first frequency
tions of the embodiments .
Unless the context requires otherwise , throughout the 45 band or second frequency band ; it will be understood that in
specification and claims which follow , the word " comprise "

specific embodiments , particular separate colors may be

and variations thereof, such as, “ comprises” and “ compris -

assigned for each band as suitable for the application at

ing” are to be construed in an open sense , that is as hand .
It will also be understood that while reference is mostly
Reference throughout this specification to “ one embodi- 50 made herein to “ colors ” , “ frequencies or light" , or " fre

“ including , but not limited to .”

ment” or “ an embodiment” means that a particular feature ,
structure or characteristic described in connection with the
embodiment is included in at least one embodiment. Thus ,

quency bands ” , such descriptions could as easily be made in
terms of wavelengths of light. The choice of " colors " or
“ frequencies ” is for convenience only . In general, " color" or

the appearances of the phrases “ in one embodiment” or “ in

" colors ” , and “ frequency ” or “ frequencies ”, are employed

cation are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment . Furthermore , the particular features , structures, or

Listed here for example only , and without limitation , are
some of the frequency ranges which may be conventionally

an embodiment” in various places throughout this specifi- 55 interchangeably in this document.

characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner in assigned to various visible colors:
red : approx . 405 to 480 THz or 700 to 625 nm ;
one or more embodiments .
The headings provided herein are for convenience only 60 orange : approx . 480 to 510 THz or 625 to 590 nm ;
and do not interpret the scope or meaning of the claimed
amber : variously assigned at the border of orange and
yellow , but typically centered at approx. 504 THz or 595 nm ;
invention.
you
Color, Frequency, and Frequency Bands
yellow : approx . 510 to 540 THz or 590 to 560 nm ;
Throughout the discussion below , it will be understood
green : approx . 540 to 580 THz or 560 to 520 nm ;
that a reference to a " color" , a " color of light” or a " fre - 65 cyan : approx . 580 to 610 THz or 520 to 495 nm ;
quency of light” , whether a generic reference to “ color” or
blue: approx . 610 to 665 THz or 495 to 450 nm ;
a reference to a specific color (such a blue , red , yellow , etc .),

violet : approx . 665 to 790 THz or 450 to 380 nm .

US 10 ,055 ,625 B2
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26

the illuminator is configured to provide reading light of a
second frequency which is different from the first

writing the code for the software and or firmware would be
well within the skill of one of ordinary skill in the art in light
of this disclosure.
In addition, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the

control mechanisms taught herein are capable of being 5

distributed as a program product in a variety of tangible

forms, and that an illustrative embodiment applies equally

regardless of the particular type of tangible instruction
bearing media used to actually carry out the distribution .

5 . The scanner of claim 1, wherein :

Examples of tangible instruction bearing media include, but 10
are not limited to , the following : recordable type media such

as floppy disks , hard disk drives , CD ROMs, digital tape,
flash drives , and computer memory .

The various embodiments described above can be com
changes can be made to the present systems and methods in
light of the above- detailed description. In general, in the
following claims, the terms used should not be construed to
limit the invention to the specific embodiments disclosed in
the specification and the claims, but should be construed to 20

bined to provide further embodiments . These and other 15

include all machine-readable symbol scanning and process

ing systems and methods that read in accordance with the

claims. Accordingly, the invention is not limited by the

disclosure , but instead its scope is to be determined entirely
by the following claims.

frequency ;
the optical filter is configured to block the first frequency
and to transmit the second frequency ; and
the optical filter is interposed between the image sensor
and the MRS .

25

What is claimed is:
1 . A scanner, comprising:
an aimer configured to provide aiming light comprising at
least one aiming frequency to support aiming of the 30

scanner at a machine -readable symbol (MRS) ;
an illuminator configured to provide reading light com
prising at least one reading frequency which illumi
nates the MRS to support optical reading of the MRS ;
and

the aimer is configured to provide aiming light which
consists essentially of a first frequency ;
the illuminator is configured to provide reading light
comprising a plurality of frequencies, the plurality of
frequencies comprising at least a second frequency
which is different from the first frequency; and
the imaging sensor is configured to be responsive to at
least the second frequency and to not be responsive to
the first frequency .
6 . The scanner of claim 1 , wherein :

the aimer is configured to provide aiming light which
consists essentially of a first frequency ;
the illuminator is configured to provide reading light
comprising a plurality of frequencies , the plurality of
frequencies comprising at least a second frequency
which is different from the first frequency ;
the optical filter is configured to block the first frequency
and to transmit the second frequency ; and

the optical filter is configured and arranged to filter along

an optical path which conveys the light reflected from
the MRS to the imaging sensor.

7 . The scanner of claim 1, wherein :
the aimer is configured to emit a first plurality of frequen
cies ;

the at least one reading frequency being a frequency
which is not emitted by the aimer; and
the imaging sensor is configured to be responsive to the at
least one reading frequency .

an imaging sensor having an optical filter configured to
block the at least one aiming frequency and to transmit
the at least one reading frequency, the imaging sensor
8 . The scanner of claim 7 , wherein the aimer comprises :
configured to :
40 an aimer light source which emits the first plurality of
receive light reflected by the MRS, and
frequencies and emits the at least one reading fre
convert the reflected light to an electrical signal suitable
for signal processing by the scanner;
quency ; and
wherein the illuminator comprises an illuminator filter
an aimer filter configured to block the at least one reading
frequency
configured to block the at least one aiming frequency .
2 . The scanner of claim 1 , wherein :
45 9 . The scanner of claim 1 , wherein :
the aimer is configured to provide aiming light which
the aimer is configured to emit a first plurality of frequen
consists essentially of a first frequency ;
cies ;
the illuminator is configured to provide reading light of a
the at least one reading frequency being a frequency
second frequency which is different from the first
frequency ; and
50

the optical filter is configured to transmit light of the least

frequency ;
the optical filter is configured to block the first frequency 60

an electronic scanner activity .
11 . The scanner of claim 10 , wherein the aimer is con

which is not emitted by the aimer;

the imaging sensor is configured to be responsive to the
one reading frequency and block light of the first
plurality of frequencies emitted by the aimer.
second frequency and to not be responsive to the first
frequency .
10. The scanner of claim 1 , wherein the aimer is config
ured to generate a visual indicator of at least one of:
3 . The scanner of claim 1 , wherein :
the aimer is configured to provide aiming light which 55 a data of the machine -readable symbol;
an instruction for operation of the electronic scanner ;
consists essentially of a first frequency ;
the illuminator is configured to provide reading light of a
an electronic scanner function ;
an electronic scanner status ; and
second frequency which is different from the first
and to transmit the second frequency ; and
an optical path which conveys the light reflected from

the optical filter is configured and arranged to filter along

the MRS to the imaging sensor.

65
4 . The scanner of claim 1, wherein :
the aimer is configured to provide aiming light which

consists essentially of a first frequency ;

figured to generate the visual indicator via at least one of:
an aimer light source which emits a plurality of colors ;

a plurality of aimer light sources , each light source of the

plurality emitting a different color ;
an aimer filter configured to select a color from among a

plurality of colors emitted by the aimer ; and
an image projector element.

US 10 ,055 ,625 B2
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second electrical signal representative of the

12 . The scanner of claim 1 , wherein :
the aimer and the illuminator are configurable to be

received reading light suitable for determining a data
content of the MRS by the scanner.
the imaging sensor is configured to acquire the MRS
16
.
The
scanner of claim 15 , wherein the imaging sensor
while the aiming light is being emitted .
5
is
configured
distinguish a first light frequency which is
13 . The scanner of claim 1, wherein the aimer is config present in thetoreading
light and which is not present in the
ured to emit a full- frame lightpattern comprising a complete
aiming light
field - of- view of the MRS .
17 . The scanner of claim 16 , comprising an optical
14 . The scanner of claim 1, wherein the imaging sensor bandpass
filter configured to pass the first light frequency
comprises :
operable simultaneously ; and

a photosensitive element to convert the received reflected
light to an electrical signal; and
a signal processing module configured to remove , from

the electrical signal, a signal element representative of

the aiming light reflected from the MRS .
15 . A scanner, comprising:

an aimer to provide aiming light to support aiming of the
scanner at a machine -readable symbol (MRS) ;

an illuminator to provide reading light which illuminates

15

and to block a second light frequency.
18 . The scanner of claim 15 , wherein :
the imaging sensor is configured so that upon receiving
light reflected from the MRS the imaging sensor dis
tinguishes, in the received light, aiming light reflected

from the MRS from reading light reflected from the
MRS .

19 . The scanner of claim 18 , wherein the signal filtering

is configured to dynamically select, from among a
the MRS to support optical reading of the MRS ; and 20 module
plurality
of frequencies of the received reading light, an
an imaging sensor comprising a light- to - electricity con - 2
optimum frequency to convert to the electrical signal suit
version element and a signal filter module , and config

ured so that upon receiving light reflected from the
MRS :

able for determining the data content of the MRS .

20 . The scanner of claim 19 , wherein the selection of the
optimum frequency is determined based on at least one of :
ambient light spectrum impinging on the MRS; and
received light reflected from the MRS to02a first
first 2525 anan optical
signal-to - noise ratio optimization with respect
electrical signal; and
to the imaging sensor.
the signal filter module performs a signal filtering
the light-to -electricity conversion element converts the

operation to extract , from the first electrical signal, a

*
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*

*

*

